I'm trying to get attention to that solar-system formation is probably not like a juggler's plate-spinning act, where if one plate goes awry it endangers that the rest might fall. When the small group of humans with the Autism-psychopathy couldn't figure out how to get away from the North Pole area and turned to cannibalism it must have created a big drama-scene, their cries drawing spirits from all over the place but spirits don't have solid hands for making humans walk away from danger can only impress you and that didn't work. I suspect that "everyone" pushed on the Brooks Range mountains to try to get the Autists closer to the Sun's warmth, resulting in the 23-degree angle Earth is on.

While we're stabilized like that biology isn't really evolving, just waiting for us to straighten out this growing people problem. Venus and Mars near us stopped evolving and between Mars and Jupiter that "Asteroid Belt" was probably a planet broken when Earth was restructured, kind of like a cue-ball in billiards.